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) can copy the poses, each which encourage movement, conditioning, and mental health.  Among
them:Armadillo (extended child' A fun family go through, this interactive title is ideal for teaching
toddlers their ABCs, along with introducing them to familiar animals and basic, simplified yoga exercise
poses that promote health and well-being. Each letter of the alphabet is normally paired with an engaging
illustration mimicking the many animals' natural motions.s pose)Butterfly (cobbler)Dog (downward facing
pet dog)Whale (bridge)Yak (cow)The charming pictures and playful rhymes motivate children and their
parents to get right up and move, promoting physical activity, learning, and togetherness.Pairing
simplified yoga poses with alphabetized pets and objects, ABC Yoga exercise features vibrant illustrations
of kids and pets practicing yoga alongside playful rhymes to describe each movement. The 26 yoga poses,
one for every letter of the alphabet, are renamed for easy recognition, while an index by the end of the
publication identifies the correct name for each asana (yoga pose) for the adults. Crawl like a crocodile,
extend just like a fox, and hop like a grasshopper, finding basic yoga exercise poses as you find out the
alphabet. Clever rhymes explain how toddlers (and their parents!
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Yoga baby I got this publication for my son . We got this as something special for our 2 calendar year old,
in fact it is awesome! Most of us loved it. I think this is an excellent reserve for mommy and me course as
well .". They explained their children also like this reserve .As a stayhome mother , I totally recommend
this great book for your little one ! So much fun Love this book Love this book! Kids love these things!
I'm uncertain why the C pose . Nice images. We've started doing a few of the yoga movements before
bedtime. Her preferred is Butterfly, followed by downward dog. Simply FYI, it isn't a full tale, but instead
a few sentences of each animal/pose for each letter of the alphabet. It's an adorable reserve! The previous
few pages show all of the poses jointly like in a grid-style and when I remember correctly, it has the name
of each pose. I'll admit that it's just a little very long and she does not have the attention span for it
however, but she does enjoy it. My almost 2 year-aged loves it. This is an excellent book.. Nice images.
I'm uncertain why the C pose is usually crocodile (for plank) and Y (yak) is definitely cow when existing
poses (cat and cow) focus on C. Now he methods the different poses and goes to grab the publication
whenever he views me exercising. Buy it. Great hit with our toddler.. My husband and I "played" Yoga
with our 28 months old daughter.My son will be able to read the book and to follow the postures from
the book . Great way for me personally to be with them while introducing them to the value of yoga and
obtaining my stretching carried out! We do this after bath time instead of the normal story reading.
Fantastic book Loved this book therefore very much for my 2-yr older daughter that I bought one on her
behalf 4-yr aged friend! Each page has a different animal, therefore even the poses that are too difficult
for him to do at his age group, he has fun impersonating the animals. Certainly a keeper! You do not
need to become a child to enjoy it. My grandkids and I've fun and laughs jointly once we yoga through
this unique book. My 2-year-old was extremely curious when watching mommy do yoga, therefore i
bought him this reserve. Our son loves to listen to us read the book at night, but I do desire the poses
were organized in a way that made sense if you wanted to do them one after the other (like grouping all
the floor poses). This is a great book for gifting. Extremely cute illustrations and durable pages for small
hands. This board book is bigger than expected that i love! I adore the beautiful illustrations This board
book is bigger than expected which I love! I adore the stunning illustrations, perfect introductory book for
little ones. Perfect for gifting. Awesome Yoga Book Both my kindergartener and my preschooler do yoga
at school so these were so excited to understand this book and learn a few new poses. I got it from the
library first in fact it is a super nice publication and a keeper too! LOVE! I take advantage of this reserve
as music and motion lesson , I play yoga exercises relaxing music and have my son to do the postures
with me . She adores it, and we laugh our method through all the poses. So very much fun and a great
way to introduce workout as a super fun activity to a kid! Beautiful Loved it Top quality paper , hard
cover book. Love this book, I wish it acquired a poster to go with it. The illustrations are adorable and
vibrant. But having one around certainly helps :P Such a sweet book and an excellent introduction to yoga
Such a sweet book and an excellent introduction to yoga! She was extremely excited and may hardly wait
for the next page. We'd good giggles, a good workout (since we were doing the poses in short order with
high energy) and our daughter slept well that evening. Fun book for toddlers My son (2 year previous)
loves doing all the poses in this publication. When I come home from work, he usually screams "ABC
YOGA Period! I'M A YAK! I posted this reserve on my Facebook about my son loves learn yoga out of
this book , my other close friends followed my recommendations and bought this books as well . ... 4 are
Enthusiastic about this book and also a fun light work out for me My girls 2and 4 are Enthusiastic about
this book and even a fun light work out for me. You will not be disappointed!
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